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Abstract
The mixing of new vectorlike leptons with leptons in the standard model can generate flavor
violating couplings of h, W and Z between heavy and light leptons. Focusing on the couplings of
the muon, the partial decay width of h → e±4 µ∓, where e4 is the new lepton, can be significant
when this process is kinematically allowed. Subsequent decays e±4 → Zµ± and e±4 → W±ν lead
to the same final states as h → ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ− and h → WW ∗ → Wµν, thus possibly affecting
measurements of these processes. We calculate h → e4`i → Z`i`j , where `i,j are standard model
leptons, including the possibility of off-shell decays, interference with h → ZZ∗ → Z`i`i, and the
mass effect of `i,j which are important when the mass of e4 is close to the mass of the Higgs
boson. We derive constraints on masses and couplings of the heavy lepton from the measurement
of h → 4`. We focus on the couplings of the muon and discuss possible effects on h → ZZ∗ from
the region of parameters that can explain the anomaly in the measurement of the muon g − 2.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Among simple extensions of the standard model (SM) are those with extra vectorlike
fermions near the electroweak scale. Vectorlike fermions can acquire masses independently of
their Yukawa couplings to the Higgs boson and thus are not strongly constrained (compared
to chiral fermions) by experiments. However, even small Yukawa couplings between SM
fermions and vectorlike fermions can affect a variety of processes, including Higgs boson
decays.
We consider the extension of the SM with extra SU(2) doublet, LL, and singlet, ER, lep-
tons (with the same hypercharges as SM leptons) and their vectorlike partners. The mixing
of new vectorlike leptons with leptons in the SM can generate flavor violating couplings
of h, W and Z between heavy and light leptons. Focusing on the couplings of the muon,
the partial decay width of h → e±4 µ∓, where e4 is the lightest new mass eigenstate, can be
significant if this process is kinematically allowed. Subsequent decays of the heavy lepton,
e±4 → Zµ± and e±4 → W±ν, lead to the same final states as h → ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ− and
h → WW ∗ → Wµν, thus possibly affecting measurements of these processes. Since the
partial width of h → Zµ+µ− is much smaller than h → Wµν in the SM, we mainly focus
on e±4 → Zµ±.
We calculate h → e4`i → Z`i`j, where `i,j are SM leptons, including the possibility of
off-shell decays, interference with h → ZZ∗ → Z`i`i, and the mass effect of `i,j which are
important when the mass of e4 is close to the mass of the Higgs boson. We derive constraints
on masses and couplings of the heavy lepton from the searches for h → ZZ∗ → 4` at
ATLAS [1] and CMS [2].
Although our calculation is general and can be presented for any final state, we focus
on the couplings of the muon and discuss possible effects on h → ZZ∗ → 4µ or 2e2µ from
the region of parameters that can explain the anomaly in the measurement of the muon
g − 2. It has been shown that the discrepancy between the measured value of the muon
anomalous magnetic moment and the SM prediction can be explained by contributions
from extra vectorlike leptons [3, 4]. A particularly interesting solution to the muon g − 2
simultaneously explaining the muon mass completely from the mixing of the muon with
vectorlike leptons requires the mass of the lepton doublet to be within about 130 GeV [4].
Thus in a large range of the parameter space this solution predicts the existence of e4 below
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the Higgs mass and thus h→ e±4 µ∓ could be kinematically open and potentially significant.
The e4−µ−h, e4−ν−W and e4−µ−Z couplings needed to explain the muon g−2 anomaly
are sufficient to modify the Higgs decays in 4` and 2`2ν channels. Thus the contributions
to the muon g − 2 and h → 4` can be connected without any further assumptions. The
correlation with contributions to other Higgs decays, h → µ+µ− and h → γγ, can be also
found in [4].
Flavor violating Higgs decays into pairs of SM fermions were previously studied in Refs. [5,
6]. These can also be induced by mixing of SM fermions with vectorlike fermions; however,
we do not consider this possibility here. We only allow one of the SM leptons to mix
with vectorlike leptons in which case the flavor violating couplings to SM leptons are not
generated.
In general, vectorlike quarks and leptons near the electroweak scale provide very rich
phenomenology. For a recent discussion see for example Ref. [7] and references within. The
addition of three or more complete vectorlike families also provides a simple UV completion of
the SM featuring gauge coupling unification, sufficiently stable proton, and the Higgs quartic
coupling remaining positive all the way to the grand unified theory (GUT) scale [8, 9].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly summarize the general framework
and discuss constraints on possible flavor violating couplings between the muon and a heavy
lepton. In Sec. III, we calculate the effect of h→ e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− on h→ 4`. We also discuss
a connection with the explanation of the muon g − 2 anomaly in Sec. IV and provide some
concluding remarks in Sec. V. In Appendixes we extract bounds on h→ 4µ and h→ 2e2µ
from ATLAS and CMS searches, compare the ATLAS and CMS limits on couplings and
masses of the new lepton, and calculate the partial width of a scalar to four leptons in the
presence of general flavor violating couplings of the new lepton. These formulas include the
mass effects of final state leptons and interference with h→ ZZ∗. We also briefly comment
on the impact of constraints from h→ WW ∗ → 2`2ν which are typically weaker than those
from h→ ZZ∗ → 4` , unless BR(e±4 → W±ν) is close to 1.
II. OUTLINE OF THE FRAMEWORK
We extend the SM by vectorlike pairs of new leptons, LL,R and EL,R, where ER (LL) has
the same quantum numbers as µR (µL) in the SM, and EL (LR) is its vectorlike partner. For
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SU(2) doublets we use the same label for their charged components as for the whole doublets.
We assume that the new leptons mix only with one SM lepton and we take the muon as
an example. The results for the electron or tau lepton could be obtained in the same way.
If the new leptons mix simultaneously with more than one SM lepton, the generated flavor
violating couplings need to satisfy all the constraints from a variety of processes involving
SM fermions. We will not pursue this direction here, and for simplicity we assume that all
other couplings are zero.
With this assumption, the most general renormalizable Lagrangian for the muon and new
leptons is given by:
L ⊃ −µ¯LyµµRH − µ¯LλEERH − L¯LλLµRH − λL¯LERH − λ¯H†E¯LLR
−MLL¯LLR −MEE¯LER + h.c., (1)
where the first term is the usual SM Yukawa coupling, followed by Yukawa couplings between
the muon and vectorlike leptons, Yukawa couplings between vectorlike leptons, and mass
terms for vectorlike leptons.
After spontaneous symmetry breaking, H = (0, v + h/
√
2)T , the resulting mass matrix
for the muon and the extra leptons can be diagonalized by a biunitary transformation:
U †L

yµv 0 λ
Ev
λLv ML λv
0 λ¯v ME
UR =

mµ 0 0
0 me4 0
0 0 me5
 , (2)
where we label the new mass eigenstates by e4 and e5.
Couplings of the muon and heavy leptons to the Z, W and Higgs bosons are modified
because the EL is an SU(2) singlet mixing with other SU(2) doublets, and the charged
component of LR which originates from an SU(2) doublet mixes with other SU(2) singlets.
The flavor conserving couplings receive corrections and flavor violating couplings between
the muon and heavy leptons are generated. These couplings are given in Ref. [4] in terms of
diagonalization matrices. The forms of diagonalization matrices UL,R, which are useful for
deriving approximate formulas for couplings of Z,W and h, are also given in Ref. [4] in the
limit λEv, λLv, λ¯v, λv ME,ML.
In what follows we assume that only one new lepton is below or close to the Higgs mass
and we define the couplings of the lighter new lepton, e4, and the muon to the Z and Higgs
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bosons by the effective Lagrangian of the form
L ⊃ gZL e¯4LγµµLZµ + gZR e¯4RγµµRZµ −
1√
2
ghR e¯4LµRh −
1√
2
ghL e¯4RµLh + h.c.. (3)
The formulas for these couplings, and all other couplings (couplings to W and flavor con-
serving couplings) in terms of Lagrangian parameters can be found in Ref. [4].
In order to satisfy precision electroweak data related to the muon that include the Z pole
observables (Z partial width, forward-backward asymmetry, left-right asymmetry), the W
partial width, the muon lifetime and constraints from oblique corrections, namely from S
and T parameters, possible values of gZL and g
Z
R are constrained to be smaller than about
0.01 and 0.015. The maximum allowed values of the Higgs couplings depend on the size
of the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (1). Limiting all couplings to be smaller than 0.5 (1.0) the
ghL coupling is limited to 0.03 (0.06) and the g
h
R coupling is limited to 0.04 (0.08). We also
impose the LEP limit, 105 GeV, on the mass of the new charged lepton.
III. h→ e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− AND h→ ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ−
Even a small flavor violating coupling of the Higgs boson to a new charged lepton and
the muon can lead to a sizable contribution to the Higgs width if h→ e±4 µ∓ is kinematically
open. The decay mode of the new lepton, e±4 → Zµ±, leads to h→ Zµ+µ− final state (see
Fig. 1), which is the same as the final state of h→ ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ−. Thus the new charged
lepton can contribute to the h→ 4µ and h→ 2e2µ processes. Without additional couplings
it cannot contribute to h→ 2µ2e (the first pair of leptons originating from the on-shell Z)
or h→ 4e decay modes.
FIG. 1: The Feynman diagram for h → e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ− contributing to the same final state as
h→ ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ−.
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The approximate formula for the partial decay width of h → e±4 µ∓, neglecting the mass
of the muon, is given by
Γ(h→ e±4 µ∓) '
mh
16pi
[
(ghL)
2 + (ghR)
2
](
1− m
2
e4
m2h
)2
(4)
and the formula for e±4 → Zµ± in the same approximation is given by
Γ(e±4 → Zµ±) =
me4
32pi
[
(gZL )
2 + (gZR)
2
] m2e4
M2Z
(
1− M
2
Z
m2e4
)2(
1 + 2
M2Z
m2e4
)
. (5)
The complete formula for h→ (e±4 µ∓, ZZ∗)→ Zµ+µ− and actually for any fermions in the
final state, including the mass effect of final state fermions, the contribution from off-shell
e4 and the interference with h→ ZZ∗ is given in Appendix C.
Although the 4` final states originating from h→ e±4 µ∓ and h→ ZZ∗ are identical, the
kinematical distribution of final state leptons is not. The muon that accompanies the e4 is
somewhat soft, and if the mass of e4 is close to the Higgs mass, this muon does not pass
the cuts used in the h → ZZ∗ analysis. To quantify the contribution of the h → e±4 µ∓ to
h→ Zµ+µ− we define
RZµµ = ξ
Γ(h→ (e±4 µ∓, ZZ∗)→ Zµ+µ−)
Γ(h→ ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ−)SM , (6)
where ξ is the acceptance of the SM+new lepton contribution to h→ Zµ+µ− relative to the
SM h → ZZ∗ → Zµ+µ−. Because of the interference the contributions from new physics
and the SM do not factor out.
The relative acceptance for h→ 4µ case is given in Fig. 2 as a function of the mass of the
e4 for various values of g
h
L coupling. We adopt the cuts from the ATLAS analysis [1]. For
sizable ghL coupling the h → e±4 µ∓ would easily dominate over h → Zµ+µ−. As the mass
of the e4 increases, the accompanying muon is getting softer and eventually does not pass
the cuts in the h → ZZ∗ analysis. Thus, the acceptance is dropping significantly at about
6 GeV from the Higgs mass. Close to the kinematical threshold it increases again since the
SM contribution dominates. As the ghL coupling decreases, the SM contribution starts to
dominate and the relative acceptance is getting close to 1. The gZL coupling is set to 0.01
and other couplings are set to zero in Fig. 2. The results do not depend much on the choice
of gZL since it only enters through the interference with the SM contribution or when the e4
is not on shell. The results for other coupling combinations are almost identical since the
interference is small (the interference changes sign when gZL ↔ gZR).
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FIG. 2: The Atlas acceptance of h → (e±4 µ∓, ZZ∗) → 4µ relative to the h → ZZ∗ → 4µ in the
SM.
Predictions for RZµµ as a function of g
h
L and me4 for fixed g
Z
L = 0.01 and g
h
R = g
Z
R = 0
are given in Fig. 3. The thick line represents the ATLAS upper exclusion limit for 4µ final
state, which is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The plots assume BR(e4 → Zµ) = 100%.
For smaller BR(e4 → Zµ) predicted values of RZµµ and the exclusion limit can be obtained
by simple rescaling. As is easily seen a large region of possible couplings and masses of the
e4 is excluded. However, for me4 & 120 GeV the h→ 4µ does not exclude any scenario that
would not be already excluded by precision electroweak (EW) data.
Defining the average Higgs coupling,
gh ≡
√
(ghL)
2 + (ghR)
2, (7)
which approximately controls the partial width of h→ e±4 µ∓, the y-axis of the plots in Fig. 3
could be very well approximated by gh
√
BR(e4 → Zµ) when e4 is on-shell.
IV. CONNECTION WITH THE MUON g − 2 ANOMALY
The discrepancy between the measured value of the muon anomalous magnetic mo-
ment [10] and the SM prediction, ∆aexpµ = a
exp
µ − aSMµ = 2.7 ± 0.80 × 10−9, is at the level
of 3.4 standard deviations. It can be explained by contributions from extra charged lepton
(originating either from L and E) in the loop diagram with the Higgs and Z bosons, and
extra neutrino (originating from L) in the loop diagram with the W boson [3][4].
In Ref. [4] it was shown that there are two generic solutions to the muon g− 2 that differ
in the correlation between the contribution of the vectorlike leptons to the muon mass, mLEµ ,
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FIG. 3: Contours of constant RZµµ in g
h
L−me4 plane for fixed gZL = 0.01 and ghR = gZR = 0 assuming
BR(e4 → Zµ) = 100%. The thick line represents the ATLAS exclusion limit for 4µ final state. For
smaller BR(e4 → Zµ) predicted values of RZµµ and the exclusion limit can be obtained by simple
rescaling.
and the muon g−2. This correlation is controlled by ML which represents the mass of extra
neutrino ν4. In the asymptotic solution, ML  MZ , the Higgs loop dominates and the
measured value of the muon g − 2 is obtained for mLEµ /mµ ' −1. In this case, the physical
muon mass is a result of a cancellation between twice as large direct Yukawa coupling and
the contribution from the mixing with heavy leptons. The second solution is with a light
extra neutrino, ML ' MZ , in which case the W loop dominates and the measured value
of the muon g − 2 is obtained for mLEµ /mµ ' +1. In this case, the muon mass can fully
originate from the mixing with heavy leptons.
The sizes of possible contributions from vectorlike leptons to various observables depend
on the upper limit on Yukawa couplings that we allow in the model. The upper limit 0.5 is
sufficient to fully explain the muon g− 2 anomaly and generate the muon mass and is small
enough so that the model can be embedded into a scenario with three complete vectorlike
families which provides a simple UV embedding (with gauge coupling unification, sufficiently
stable proton, and the Higgs quartic coupling remaining positive all the way to the GUT
scale) [8, 9]. With this upper limit, the muon g − 2 can be explained within one standard
deviation with ML . 130 GeV and the mass of the lightest extra charged lepton originating
mostly from L, me4 . 150 GeV. The mass of e4 is not strictly given by ML due to possible
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FIG. 4: Randomly generated points with ML ∈ [100, 150] GeV (left) and ML ∈ [500, 1000] GeV
(right), with ME ∈ [100, 1000] GeV, λ, λ¯ < 0.5, and λL,E in allowed ranges from precision EW
data, plotted in ∆aµ – BR(e4 → Zµ) plane. The lightest mass eigenstate is required to satisfy the
LEP limit. This is a subset of the points generated in Ref. [4] which have one mass eigenstate below
the Higgs mass 125 GeV. The lightly shaded points are excluded by the CMS search for h→ µ+µ−.
The horizontal line and dark (light) shaded bands correspond to the central experimental value of
∆aµ and 1σ (2σ) regions, respectively.
mixing. In about half of the allowed region the mass of e4 is below the Higgs boson mass
and thus h→ e±4 µ∓ can significantly contribute to h→ 4µ (2e2µ). The asymptotic solution
requires, ML & 1 TeV, but even in this case, the other charged lepton, originating mostly
from E, can be below the Higgs mass. We will present results for both cases.
In this section, we use the same points in the parameter space generated for Ref. [4] so
that the correlations with other observables studied in [4], h → µ+µ− or h → γγ, can be
easily inferred. However, we impose new constraints on h→ µ+µ− from CMS, which limit
Rµµ ≡ Γ(h→ µ
+µ−)
Γ(h→ µ+µ−)SM . (8)
to Rexpµµ ≤ 7.4 [11]. It is interesting to note that there is a slight excess of events for the
reconstructed dimuon mass near the measured Higgs mass. The small ML solution to the
muon g − 2 predicts enhancement of the h→ µ+µ− by a factor of 5 – 9.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we plot the contribution to the muon g− 2 versus BR(e4 → Zµ) for the
subset of the points generated in Ref. [4] which have one mass eigenstate below the Higgs
mass, 125 GeV. Points with ML ∈ [100, 150] GeV are plotted on the left and those with
ML ∈ [500, 1000] GeV are on the right. The lightly shaded points show the impact of the
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FIG. 5: The same as in Fig. 4 with ranges of Yukawa couplings λ, λ¯ extended to 1.
CMS search for h → µ+µ−. In Fig. 4 the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (1) are limited to 0.5,
while in Fig. 5 their possible values are extended to 1. Precision EW data and the LEP
limit on a new charged lepton mass, 105 GeV, are satisfied by all points. We see that the
points that can explain the muon g − 2 within 1 standard deviation predict BR(e4 → Zµ)
between a few and 50% for the small ML solution, and about 10% for the asymptotic case.
The rest of the width of e4 is given by e4 → Wν, since e4 cannot decay to the Higgs boson.
The correlation between BR(e4 → Zµ) and the average Higgs coupling gh defined in
Eq. (7) is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The plotted points are all the points from Figs. 4 and 5
that satisfy the CMS limit on h→ µ+µ−. The darker points (orange points on the left and
green points on the right) satisfy the muon g − 2 within 2σ while the darkest points (dark
red points on the left and dark blue points on the right) satisfy the muon g − 2 within 1σ.
Finally, in Figs. 8 and 9 we show the same points in gh
√
BR(e4 → Zµ) – me4 plane.
The combination gh
√
BR(e4 → Zµ) very well approximates the y axis of Fig. 3. This plot
indicates that there are many scenarios which can explain the muon g − 2 anomaly within
1 sigma and simultaneously significantly enhance h → 4µ. Limiting Yukawa couplings to
0.5, the mass of e4 has to be larger than about 113 GeV in order not to be ruled out by
h→ 4µ. Increasing the Yukawa coupling up to 1, the me4can be close to the LEP limit for
the small ML case. For the asymptotic case, me4 is required to be larger than about 119
GeV. Selected contours of constant RZµµ from Fig. 3 indicate the impact of improved limits
in the future.
Predictions for h→ 2e2µ and limits from the ATLAS analysis in this channel are almost
identical and thus we do not show them separately. The comparison of the impact of ATLAS
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FIG. 6: Points from Fig. 4 that satisfy the CMS limit on h→ µ+µ− plotted in gh – BR(e4 → Zµ)
plane. The darker points (orange points on the left) satisfy the muon g − 2 within 2σ while the
darkest points (dark red points on the left) satisfy the muon g − 2 within 1σ.
FIG. 7: Points from Fig. 5 that satisfy the CMS limit on h→ µ+µ− plotted in gh – BR(e4 → Zµ)
plane. The darker points (orange points on the left and green points on the right) satisfy the muon
g − 2 within 2σ while the darkest points (dark red points on the left and dark blue points on the
right) satisfy the muon g − 2 within 1σ.
and CMS analyses is given in Appendix B for the h→ 4µ case. The CMS analysis does not
separate 2e2µ final states based on which pair of leptons originates from the on-shell Z, and
thus the comparison in this channel is not possible.
In Appendix B we also briefly discuss constraints from h → WW ∗ → 2`2ν on h →
e±4 µ
∓ → W±µ∓ν. We show that these constraints are weaker than those from h→ ZZ∗ →
4`, unless BR(e±4 → W±ν) is close to 1.
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FIG. 8: Points from Fig. 4 (left) that satisfy the CMS limit on h → µ+µ− plotted in
gh
√
BR(e4 → Zµ) – me4 plane. The darker (orange) points satisfy the muon g − 2 within 2σ
while the darkest (dark red) points satisfy the muon g − 2 within 1σ. Overlaid are selected con-
tours of constant RZµµ from Fig. 3.
FIG. 9: Points from Fig. 5 that satisfy the CMS limit on h→ µ+µ− plotted in gh
√
BR(e4 → Zµ)
– me4 plane. The darker points (orange points on the left and green points on the right) satisfy the
muon g − 2 within 2σ while the darkest points (dark red points on the left and dark blue points
on the right) satisfy the muon g − 2 within 1σ. Overlaid are selected contours of constant RZµµ
from Fig. 3.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In extensions of the SM by vectorlike leptons the new lepton, e4, may be lighter than
the Higgs boson. Because of possible flavor violating couplings, h→ e±4 µ∓ with subsequent
decays of the heavy lepton, e±4 → Zµ±, can significantly contribute to h→ Zµ+µ− and thus
affect the measurement of Higgs decays in 4µ or 2e2µ final states.
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We derived limits on couplings and the mass of the new lepton from ATLAS and CMS
searches for h→ 4`. We focused on the couplings of the muon and discussed possible effects
on h→ ZZ∗ → 4µ or 2e2µ from the region of parameters that can explain the anomaly in
the measurement of the muon g − 2. Couplings required for the explanation of the muon
g − 2 also generate h → e±4 µ∓ → Zµ+µ−. This scenario predicts equal enhancement of
h→ 4µ and 2e2µ (first pair of leptons originating from the on-shell Z) and no enhancement
in h→ 4e and 2µ2e final states. We showed that scenarios that can explain the muon g− 2
within 1σ are typically ruled out by h → 4µ for me4 . 118 GeV. However, there are some
viable scenarios with lighter e4, even close to the LEP limit. We also showed the impact
of improved limits on h → ZZ∗ → 4µ in future. However, if e4 is heavier than the Higgs
boson, its effect on Higgs decay is negligible while it can still explain the muon g − 2. We
also derived constraints from h → WW ∗ → 2`2ν on h → e±4 µ∓ → W±µ∓ν. We showed
that these constraints are weaker than those from h → ZZ∗ → 4`, unless BR(e±4 → W±ν)
is close to 1.
Vectorlike leptons can be pair produced at the LHC. Although e±4 → Zµ± provides a very
clean and distinctive signal, the rate for this decay mode might be small. The remaining
decay mode, e±4 → W±ν, which can be dominant, is harder to constrain. In addition, the
new leptons can also decay into τ leptons reducing the number of light leptons in final states.
Compilation of constraints on vectorlike leptons from searches for anomalous production of
multi lepton events can be found in Ref. [12].
Note added. During the completion of this work papers studying effects of new physics on
h → 4` appeared. In Ref. [13], authors studied effects of new light scalar or vector fields,
and in Ref. [14], the effects of light SU(2) singlet vectorlike leptons were also considered.
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Appendix A: Limits on new physics contributing to h→ Zµ+µ−
In this Appendix we use ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] searches for h → ZZ∗ → 4` to derive
the 95 % C.L. upper limits on new physics contribution to h → Zµ+µ− with Z further
decaying into µ+µ− or e+e−. We adopt a modified frequentist construction (CLs) [15] (see
also Appendix D of [16]).
The expected number of h→ 4` events after applying given selection cuts can be written
as:
E = η · σ0 · L = η
ηSM
· σ
0
σ0SM
· ESM = ξ · σ
0
σ0SM
· ESM , (A1)
where η is the cut efficiency, σ0 is the cross section that includes both the SM h → 4`
and the new physics contribution before the cuts, and L is the integrated luminosity. The
ηSM, σ
0
SM, and ESM are the cut efficiency for the SM contribution only, the SM cross section
before the cuts, and the expected number of the SM h → ZZ∗ → 4` events, respectively.
Finally, ξ is the relative cut acceptance η/ηSM. The upper limit on σ
0/σ0SM can be obtained
by constraining the expected number of events E to be smaller than the 95 % CLs limit,
`95, obtained (below) from experiments,
σ0/σ0SM <
`95
ξ · ESM . (A2)
Equivalently, we can obtain a limit on
µ ≡ σ/σSM = ξσ0/σ0SM <
`95
ESM
, (A3)
where the cross sections σ and σSM are those after applying the cuts. This quantity is related
to RZµµ, defined in Eq. (6):
RZµµ = ξ · Γ
tot
h
ΓSMh
· σ
0
σ0SM
= µ · Γ
tot
h
ΓSMh
(A4)
in the region of the parameter space where the narrow width approximation works well.
Here, Γtoth is the total decay width of the Higgs boson which includes possible decay mode
to a new lepton, while ΓSMh = 4.07 MeV is the SM expectation [17].
In the modified frequentist construction, a confidence level 1−α is obtained by the ratio
of probabilities:
α =
P (D ≥ λ|H0)
P (D ≥ λ|H1)
, (A5)
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where D is the data and λ is the expected distribution in the signal-plus-background (H0)
and in the background-only (H1) hypotheses. The signal-plus-background is given by
S +B = s+ b±
√
s+ Σ2s2 + b+ σ2b , (A6)
where s is the expected signal with statistical uncertainty
√
s. We assume that the fractional
systematic uncertainties Σ are the same as those in the SM h → ZZ∗ → 4` searches
at 8 TeV.1 The expected background is b with statistical uncertainty
√
b and systematic
uncertainty σb [1, 2]. Assuming every distribution is Gaussian we can take
P (D ≥ λ|H0) = Φ
(
D − s− b√
s+ Σ2s2 + b+ σ2b
)
, (A7)
P (D ≥ λ|H1) = Φ
(
D − b√
b+ σ2b
)
, (A8)
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function. For a given set of D, b, Σ, σb, and α the
1−α confidence level limit is obtained from Eq. (A5). Setting α = 0.05 we obtain the 95 %
C.L. limit, `95.
In our analysis, in order to obtain the limits we include the SM h → ZZ∗ → 4µ (2e2µ)
process in the signal. The upper bounds on µ = σ/σSM as the 95% C.L. limits from both
ATLAS and CMS data are shown in Table I. The ATLAS limits are from 4.6 and 20.7 fb−1
at
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV respectively [1], while the CMS limits are from 5.1 and 19.5
fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV respectively [2]. We do not include 2e2µ final state
for the CMS since they do not separate 2e2µ and 2µ2e data (2e originating from on-shell or
off-shell Z).
TABLE I: The 95% CLs exclusion bound on µ ≡ σ/σSM, which is `95/ESM.
ATLAS 7+8 TeV 4.6+20.7 fb−1 CMS 7+8 TeV 5.1 + 19.5 fb−1
4µ 2.85 1.85
2e2µ 3.02 No separate 2e from on-shell Z
During the completion of this work a new ATLAS h → 4` analysis appeared [18] based
on 20.3 and 4.5 fb−1 data at 8 and 7 TeV, respectively. Because of effective discrimination
1 For the 4µ final state these are 11.4% at ATLAS [1] and 11.9% at CMS [2]. For 2e2µ final state at ATLAS
it is 11.6%.
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FIG. 10: The CMS acceptance of h → (e±4 µ∓, ZZ∗) → 4µ relative to the h → ZZ∗ → 4µ in the
SM.
of J/ψ → `+`− the number of observed events slightly increased. However, the bounds are
similar to those in Table I: 3.04 for 4µ and 3.28 for 2e2µ.
Appendix B: Details of the analysis and comparison of ATLAS and CMS
The relative acceptances, ξ, are obtained using MadGraph 5 [19] for simulating the process
gg → h→ Zµ+µ− with subsequent decay of Z → µ+µ− or e+e− from the model written with
FeynRules [20]. We also used Pythia 6 [21] to include the initial and final state radiation.
The production processes include the new physics gg → h → e±4 µ∓ → 4µ (2e2µ), the SM
gg → h → ZZ∗ → 4µ (2e2µ), and their interference. The relative acceptances for the
ATLAS analysis for selected values of couplings were given in Fig. 2 and, for comparison,
the corresponding acceptances for the CMS analysis are given in Fig. 10. In this figure we
assume BR(e±4 → Zµ±) = 1. The decay width of the Higgs boson is calculated including
the new process h → e±4 µ∓ . The dependence of ξ on the mass of the new lepton and the
ghL coupling is very similar to the ATLAS case.
The predicted cross section σ0 for 4µ final state is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of me4
for three choices of couplings ghL = 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 with g
Z
L = 0.01, g
h
R = g
Z
R = 0. It is assumed
that BR(e±4 → Zµ±) = 1. We used the k factor 2.62 in order to match the leading order result
for σ(gg → h) obtained from MadGraph 5 with the value presented by the Higgs Working
Group [17] which includes higher order contributions. We use the same factor to multiply
the cross section for gg → h→ Zµ+µ− → 4µ obtained from MadGraph 5 now including the
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FIG. 11: Predicted cross section σ0 for gg → h → Zµ+µ− → 4µ as a function of me4 for
ghL = 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 (dashed lines from top to bottom) and with g
Z
L = 0.01, g
h
R = g
Z
R = 0. The
corresponding 95 % C.L. limits from the ATLAS (left) and CMS (right) analyses are indicated by
solid lines.
contribution from the new lepton. The cross section of the SM h→ ZZ∗ → 4µ process σ0SM
before applying the cuts is obtained from Ref. [17]. The derived 95 % C.L. upper limits on
σ0 from the ATLAS (left) and CMS (right) analyses for each choice of the ghL coupling are
indicated by solid lines in Fig. 11. The bounds are inversely proportional to ξ.
Finally, we also analyzed the impact of constraints from h → WW ∗ → 2`2ν on h →
e±4 µ
∓ → W±µ∓ν. The predicted cross sections for gg → h → W±µ∓νµ → µ+µ−2νµ and
e±µ∓νeνµ as functions of me4 for selected values of g
h
L are given in Fig. 12. The corresponding
95 % C.L. limits from the CMS analysis [22] are indicated by solid lines. They are obtained
following the procedure discussed in detail in Ref. [16]. For each final state the events are
further categorized according to the number of external jets mainly from the initial state
radiations. Among them the strongest bound is selected for each value of me4 .
The constraints from h → WW ∗ → 2`2ν on the new vectorlike lepton are typically
weaker than those from h → ZZ∗ → 4` , unless BR(e±4 → W±ν) is close to 1. Thus these
constraints are relevant only in a limited region of the parameter space. This is illustrated in
Fig. 13 where we plot the points from Fig. 9 (left) that satisfy the ATLAS limit RZµµ < 2.8
in gh
√
BR(e4 → Wν) – me4 plane. The approximate limit on µ ≡ σ/σSM for e±µ∓νeνµ final
state (which is stronger than the limit for 2µ2νµ final state) is indicated by a thick (red)
line. Only few points not excluded by h→ ZZ∗ → 4` are excluded by h→ WW ∗ → 2`2ν.
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FIG. 12: Predicted cross sections σ0 for gg → h → W±µ∓νµ → µ+µ−2νµ (left) and e±µ∓νeνµ
(right) as functions of me4 for g
h
L = 0.1, 0.05 (dashed lines from top to bottom) and with g
W
L =
0.01, ghR = 0. The corresponding 95 % C.L. limits from the CMS analysis are indicated by solid
lines as discussed in detail in Ref. [16].
FIG. 13: Subset of points from Fig. 9 (left) that satisfy the ATLAS limit RZµµ < 2.8 plotted
in gh
√
BR(e4 →Wν) – me4 plane. The thick (red) line indicates the limit on µ ≡ σ/σSM for
e±µ∓νeνµ final state. In order to illustrate the impact of improved limits in the future we also
show the contour of µ = 1.3.
Appendix C: Partial width of h→ Zf1f2
In this Appendix we calculate the partial decay width of a scalar h decaying into Zf1f2 mediated
by a new fermion f and the Z∗. This calculation can be straightforwardly modified for h→Wf1f2.
The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 14: Tree level Feynman diagrams for h→ Zf1f2.
1. Amplitudes
The amplitudes for the three diagrams are:
iT1 = u¯f1(p1)
ig
2cW
γµ(cv1 + ca1γ5)
1
i
/p1 + /p3 −mf
(p1 + p3)2 +m2f − iΓfmf
−i(yv1 + ya1γ5)
2
√
2
vf2(p2)µ,
iT2 = u¯f1(p1)
−i(yv2 + ya2γ5)
2
√
2
1
i
/p2 + /p3 −mf
(p2 + p3)2 +m2f − iΓfmf
γµ
ig
2cW
(cv2 + ca2γ5)vf2(p2)µ,
iTZ =
−igMZ
cW
u¯f1(p1)γ
µ ig
2cW
(cv + caγ5)vf2(p2)
1
i
gµν
(p1 + p2)2 +M2Z − iΓZMZ
ν(p3), (C1)
where the notation for the couplings of the Z boson to fermions f and fi follows from the La-
grangian, L ⊃ (g/2cW )f¯iγµ(cvi + caiγ5)fZµ + h.c., and the couplings of the scalar are defined by
L ⊃ −1/(2√2)f¯iγµ(yvi + yaiγ5)fh+ h.c..
Writing k1,2 ≡ p1,2 + p3, the amplitude squared for the first diagram is given by
|T1|2 = 1
8
g2
4c2W
1
(k21 +m
2
f )
2 + Γ2fm
2
f
µ(p3)
∗
ν(p3)
Tr [uf1 u¯f1γ
µ(cv1 + ca1γ5)(/k1 −mf )(yv1 + ya1γ5)vf2 v¯f2(yv1 − ya1γ5)(/k1 −mf )γν(cv1 + ca1γ5)] .
The polarization vectors µ of the Z boson satisfy∑
λ=±,0
∗ρλ (k)
σ
λ(k) = g
ρσ +
kρkσ
M2Z
, (C2)
and summing over final spins, we get
〈|T1|2〉 =
∑
λ=±,0
∑
f1,f2=±
|T1|2 = 1
8
g2
4c2W
1
(k21 +m
2
f )
2 + Γ2fm
2
f
(
gµν +
p3µp3ν
M2Z
)
Mµν1 , (C3)
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where
Mµν1 = Tr[(−/p1 +m1)γµ(cv1 + ca1γ5)(/k1 −mf )(yv1 + ya1γ5)
(−/p2 −m2)(yv1 − ya1γ5)(/k1 −mf )γν(cv1 + ca1γ5)]. (C4)
The 〈|T2|2〉 can be obtained from 〈|T1|2〉, by making the following replacements:
• p1 ↔ p2 and m1 ↔ −m2,
• cv1 → cv2, ca1 → ca2, yv1 → yv2 and ya1 → −ya2.
Interference between the two diagrams is given by twice the real part of
〈T1T¯2〉 =
∑
λ=±,0
∑
f1,f2=±
T1T¯2
=
1
8
g2
4c2W
(
1
k21 +m
2
f − iΓfmf
)(
1
k22 +m
2
f − iΓfmf
)∗(
gµν +
p3µp3ν
M2Z
)
Mµν12 ,
where
Mµν12 = Tr[(−/p1 +m1)γµ(cv1 + ca1γ5)(/k1 −mf )(yv1 + ya1γ5)
(−/p2 −m2)γν(cv2 + ca2γ5)(/k2 −mf )(yv2 − ya2γ5)]. (C5)
The interference with ZZ∗ is given by 2Re〈T1T¯Z〉 + 2Re〈T2T¯Z〉, where
〈T1T¯Z〉 = − g
3MZ
8
√
2c3W
1
k21 +m
2
f − iΓfmf
(
1
(p1 + p2)2 +M2Z − iΓZMZ
)∗(
gµν +
p3µp3ν
M2Z
)
Mµν1Z
with
Mµν1Z = Tr[(−/p1 +m1)γµ(cv1 + ca1γ5)(/k1 −mf )(yv1 + ya1γ5)(−/p2 −m2)γν(cv + caγ5)], (C6)
and 〈T2T¯Z〉 can be obtained from 〈T1T¯Z〉 by making the same substitutions as for 〈|T2|2〉, listed
above.
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2. Traces
The results for the traces appearing in the amplitudes squared are:
Mµν1 gµν = 8(cv12 + ca12)(y2v1 + y2a1)
(
2(p1k1)(k1p2)− (p1p2)k21 −m2f (p1p2)
)
+ 16mfm2(cv1
2 + ca1
2)(y2v1 − y2a1) (p1k1) + 32m1mf (cv12 − ca12)(y2v1 + y2a1)(k1p2)
− 16m1m2(cv12 − ca12)(y2v1 − y2a1)(k21 −m2f )
− 32cv1ca1yv1ya1
(
2(p1k1)(k1p2)− (p1p2)k21 +m2f (p1p2)
)
, (C7)
Mµν1 p3µp3ν = 4((cv12 + ca12)(y2v1 + y2a1)− 4cv1ca1yv1ya1)
{−4(p1p3)(k1p2)(k1p3) + 2(p1p3)k21(p2p3)− 2(p1k1)(p2k1)M2Z + (p1p2)k21M2Z}
+ 4m2f ((cv1
2 + ca1
2)(y2v1 + y
2
a1) + 4cv1ca1yv1ya1)
{
2(p1p3)(p3p2) + (p1p2)M
2
Z
}
− 8mfm2(cv12 + ca12)(y2v1 − y2a1)
{
2(p1p3)(p3k1) + (p1k1)M
2
Z
}
+ 4m1m2M
2
Z(cv1
2 − ca12)(y2v1 − y2a1)k21 − 8m1mfM2Z(cv12 − ca12)(y2v1 + y2a1)(p2k1)
− 4m1m2m2fM2Z(cv12 − ca12)(y2v1 − y2a1), (C8)
Mµν12 gµν = 16(cv1cv2 − ca1ca2)yv1yv2((k1p2) +mfm2) (−p1k2 +m1mf )
− 8(cv1cv2 + ca1ca2)yv1yv2
(−m1m2(k1k2) +m1mf (p2k2)−m2mf (k1p1) +m2f (p1p2))
−16(cv1cv2 − ca1ca2)ya1ya2((k1p2)−mfm2) ((p1k2) +m1mf )
+ 8(cv1cv2 + ca1ca2)ya1ya2
(−m2m1(k1k2)−mfm1(p2k2) +mfm2(p1k1) +m2f (p1p2)) ,
−16(cv1ca2 − ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 + ya1yv2)
(
(p1k2)(k1p2) +m1m2m
2
f
)
−8(cv1ca2 + ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 + ya1yv2)mf (m1(p2k2) +m2(p1k1))
−8(cv1ca2 + ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 − ya1yv2)
(
m1m2(k1k2)−m2f (p1p2)
)
+8(cv1ca2 − ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 − ya1yv2) (mfm2(p1k2) +m1mf (k1p2)) , (C9)
21
Mµν12 p3µp3ν = 4 ((cv1cv2 − ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 + ya1ya2) + (cv1ca2 − ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 + ya1yv2))
{(k2p1)(k1p2)M2Z − 2(k2p3)(2(p1p2)(k1p3)− (p1k1)(p2p3))
− (k2k1)(2(p1p3)(p3p2) + (p1p2)M2Z) + (k2p2)(2(p1p3)(p3k1) + (p1k1)M2Z)}
− 4 ((cv1cv2 + ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 + ya1ya2)− (cv1ca2 + ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 + ya1yv2))
mfm2
(
2(p1p3)(p3k1) + (p1k1)M
2
Z
)
+ 4 ((cv1cv2 + ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 − ya1ya2)− (cv1ca2 + ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 − ya1yv2))
m2f
(
2(p1p3)(p3p2) + (p1p2)M
2
Z
)
+ 4 ((cv1cv2 − ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 − ya1ya2)− (cv1ca2 − ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 − ya1yv2))
M2Zmfm2(p1k2)
− 4 ((cv1cv2 − ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 − ya1ya2)− (cv1ca2 − ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 − ya1yv2))
M2Zmfm1(k1p2)
− 4 ((cv1cv2 + ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 − ya1ya2)− (cv1ca2 + ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 − ya1yv2))
m1m2
(
2(p3k2)(p3k1) +M
2
Z(k1k2)
)
+ 4 ((cv1cv2 + ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 + ya1ya2) + (cv1ca2 + ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 + ya1yv2))
m1mf
(
2(p3k2)(p3p2) +M
2
Z(p2k2)
)
− 4 ((cv1cv2 − ca1ca2)(yv1yv2 + ya1ya2)− (cv1ca2 − ca1cv2)(yv1ya2 + ya1yv2))
m1m2m
2
fM
2
Z , (C10)
Mµν1Zgµν = −8cvyv1cv1(2m1(k1p2) + 2m1m2mf +m2(p1k1)−mf (p1p2))
+ 8cayv1ca1(2m1(k1p2) + 2m1m2mf −m2(p1k1) +mf (p1p2))
− 8caya1cv1(2m1(k1p2)− 2m1m2mf −m2(p1k1)−mf (p1p2))
+ 8cvya1ca1(2m1(k1p2)− 2m1m2mf +m2(p1k1) +mf (p1p2)), (C11)
22
Mµν1Zp3µp3ν =
4cvcv1yv1
(
m1M
2
Z(k1p2 +m2mf ) +m2(2(p3k1)(p1p3) + (p1k1)M
2
Z)−mf (2(p1p3)(p2p3) + p1p2M2Z)
)
− 4caca1yv1
(
m1M
2
Z(k1p2 +m2mf )−m2(2(p3k1)(p1p3) + (p1k1)M2Z) +mf (2(p1p3)(p2p3) + p1p2M2Z)
)
+ 4cacv1ya1
(
m1M
2
Z(k1p2 −m2mf )−m2(2(p3k1)(p1p3) + (p1k1)M2Z)−mf (2(p1p3)(p2p3) + p1p2M2Z)
)
− 4cvca1ya1
(
m1M
2
Z(k1p2 −m2mf ) +m2(2(p3k1)(p1p3) + (p1k1)M2Z) +mf (2(p1p3)(p2p3) + p1p2M2Z)
)
.
(C12)
3. Kinematics
The higgs 4-momentum is denoted by P = p1 + p2 + p3. Defining si = −(P − pi)2 for i=1 to 3,
we also have
∑
i si = M
2
h +M
2
Z +m
2
1 +m
2
2. Therefore the scalar products of the momenta are:
2p1p2 = s1 + s2 −M2h −M2Z ,
2p1p3 = −s2 +m21 +M2Z ,
2p2p3 = −s1 +m22 +M2Z . (C13)
Substituting these into the amplitudes squared, we can integrate over s1,2. The decay rate is given
by
Γ =
1
(2pi)3
1
32M3h
∫ s+1
s−1
∫ s+2
s−2
〈|T |2〉 ds1ds2, (C14)
with the limits defined as in [23], [24]:
s−1 = (m2 +MZ)
2,
s+1 = (Mh −m1)2,
s−2 = m
2
1 +M
2
Z +
1
2s1
((M2h − s1 −m21)(s1 −m22 +M2Z)− λ(s1,M2h ,m21)λ(s1,m22,M2Z)),
s+2 = m
2
1 +M
2
Z +
1
2s1
((M2h − s1 −m21)(s1 −m22 +M2Z) + λ(s1,M2h ,m21)λ(s1,m22,M2Z)),
where λ(x, y, z) = (x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2yz − 2zx)1/2.
The h→ Zµ+µ− can be obtained from the formulas above by substituting f1 = f2 = µ, f = e4,
23
and
cv1 = cv2 =
cW
g
(gZL + g
Z
R),
ca1 = ca2 =
cW
g
(−gZL + gZR),
yv1 = yv2 = g
h
L + g
h
R,
ya1 = ya2 = −ghL + ghR,
to match the notation in Eq. (3).
4. h→Wtb
As a special case, in order to check and illustrate the usefulness of the general formulas, we
calculate the partial decay width of the Higgs boson into Wtb in the SM. There is only one diagram
in this case since the contribution from WW ∗ is negligible. To get this result from our calculation,
we make the following replacements:
• MZ →MW ,
• m1,2 → mb,t and mf = mt,
• g2cW →
g√
2
and cv1 = −ca1 = 1/2,
• yv1
2
√
2
→ mtv and ya12√2 → 0,
where v = 174 GeV. The amplitude squared is
〈|T1|2〉 = g
2m2t
2v2
1
(−s2 +m2t )2 + Γ2tm2t
(
gµν +
p3µp3ν
M2W
)
Mµν1 ≡
g2m2t
2v2
M2h
M2W
Γ0
y2t + γtκt
, (C15)
where we have defined: Γ0 ≡
(
κW
gµν
M4h
+
p3µp3ν
M6h
)
Mµν1 , xt,b = 2Et,bMh , yt,b = 1 − xt,b, κW =
m2W
M2h
,
κt =
m2t
M2h
, and γt =
Γ2t
M2h
. Using these definitions, s1,2 can be written as:
s1 = −P 2 − p21 + 2P · p1 = M2h +m2b − 2MhEb ≈M2h
(
1− 2Eb
Mh
)
≡M2hyb,
s2 = −P 2 − p22 + 2P · p2 = M2h +m2t − 2MhEt = M2h
(
1− 2Et
Mh
+
m2t
M2h
)
≡M2hyt +m2t ,(C16)
where mb is neglected. With ds1 = −2MhdEb and ds2 = −2MhdEt, the differential decay width
can be written as
dΓ =
Nc
(2pi)3
1
8Mh
〈|T |2〉 dEbdEt = NcG
2
F
64pi3
m2tM
3
h
Γ0
y2t + γtκt
dxbdxt, (C17)
24
where GF = g/(4vMW ). This result agrees with the formula in Ref. [25].
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